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Abstract
Playtesting is essential to game development, as it is the portal between game

developers and players. A reliable way to communicate feelings and feedback from

playtesters can help the game development team facilitate the iterative game creation process.

With the current technical development in artificial intelligence (AI), we can combine

existing powerful AI functions to help students design playtesting protocols, collect data,

educate, and take other considerations into account. As a proof-of-concept, we designed and

developed an AI Game Questionnaire Assistant. AI Game Test Questionnaire Assistant is a

customized generative AI tool built with the GPT builder function published by OpenAI. It is

designed to help users create a game test questionnaire or host game testing based on their

design goal. The main objective of this AI tool is to communicate with users to gather

information about users’ game projects through text or by analyzing uploaded documents.

Then, it proposed a series of questions to better accumulate information around the context.

After that, this AI agent will generate a comprehensive guide addressing the user’s specific

needs. To understand the intervention of the proposed AI tool, we conducted a user study to

gather feedback. Our observation of the interaction between testers and AI agents examines

generative AI's potential applications in game design educational settings. We iterate on the

AI tool design based on the testing feedback. Our data analysis provides insights into

designing and creating generative AI-based educational feedback tools.
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1. Introduction
Playtesting is essential in developing digital games, as engaging the players in the

development process is essential. This process is significant because it allows game designers

to identify and resolve potential issues before release. In the industry, commercial game

development often involves many rounds of testing sessions. Indie developers, especially

students, usually have less choice in playtesting methods due to the budget limitations and

size of the developing team. Typically, independent (indie) game projects employ small-scale

testing methods (Mirza-Babaei et al., 2016). One game testing method that is well-accepted is

a questionnaire. Having playtesters fill out the questionnaire after playtesting sessions is an

efficient and low-cost way for indie game developers and students to test their games because

it can effectively measure different dimensions of player experience (Law et al., 2018). In

addition, it is easy to distribute via emails or online form tools.

However, there are still problems when student game developers utilize

questionnaires to hold a playtesting session. To further understand the challenges around

designing and conducting playtesting sessions, we interviewed game industry veteran Prof.

Walt Yarbrough. He mentioned two main challenges for students: unawareness of the

objective of playtesting and the “one size fits all” playtesting design. Many students, when

designing the playtesting session for their game creation, are often confused by the purpose

of doing playtesting. That results in the fact that they tend to ask questions to reassure them

that their games are good. The other challenge is that students’ playtesting procedure often

aims to fit the majority, which means their playtesting designs are similar. So, students cannot

take advantage of playtesting to reflect various dimensions of their games. However,

providing individual feedback based on the condition concerning the specific genre of the

game requires a tremendous amount of effort from the instructor or mentor of the team.
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Therefore, we proposed our research question, "How can we guide students with

individual feedback so that they can iteratively design their game testing processes

independently?". To address this question, we developed an AI tool to assist students in

creating playtesting questionnaires. It is a gateway for students better to understand game

testing and their personal game projects. After reading academic articles regarding game

testing, we became interested in the automation concept. Politowski et al. (2021) suggest

some game companies have already employed deep-learning algorithms to develop

automated game testing agents. In this case, automation is still designed for certain game

testing, but generative AI expands the possibility of providing individual feedback for all

students in designing game testing.

AI techniques have developed rapidly in recent years and have demonstrated powerful

functions to their users with Large Language Models (LLMs). Based on the Generative

Pre-Trained Transformer (GPT) technique published by OpenAI, the AI chatbot ChatGPT

can generate real-time feedback based on the user’s prompt (OpenAI, 2024). We aim to

design a real-time interaction method to simulate the teaching environment between teachers

and students. Student game developers can have their virtual tutor to guide them in designing

game test questionnaires. A recent study indicates that ChatGPT can provide personalized

feedback based on the student's needs and learning progress (Baidoo-Anu & Owusu Ansah,

2023). Therefore, our project is focused on developing a GPT-based AI assistant for students

to design questionnaires for playtesting.

The design section demonstrates how we create a framework derived from our

research on user experience, game testing, and generative AI. The project methodology

section explains the design goals and how we customized the AI assistant in ChatGPT. The

evaluation section provides the results of user testing, including graphs and objective
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feedback from survey responses. The conclusion includes our analysis of tester feedback and

how we can further improve our AI tools.
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2. Background
In this part, the project team describes the background of the project, including game

testing methods, the purpose and advantages of game questionnaires, difficulties in

questionnaire design, and problems encountered by generative AI in educational

environments.

2.1 Purpose of Game Testing
Game testing is an important game development activity because it allows developers

to uncover interaction problems (Redavid et al., 2011). The development and refinement of

video games is a nuanced process that can get significant improvement from the feedback of

playtesting. As a form of software development, this process ensures that the objectives of the

game project are met within the allocated budget and released on schedule, fulfilling the

specified requirements and achieving acceptable quality (Kasurinen & Smolander, 2014).

Playtests serve a significant function by helping game designers verify whether the game is

time manageable and meets the original goals. This essential process identifies a game's

strengths and weaknesses and allows developers to make necessary adjustments and

enhancements.

A comprehensive game development project typically includes multiple playtests

across different development stages. Depending on the specific goal, each playtest helps the

developer revise the project and guides it in diverse potential developmental directions.

Game testing is also a requirement in students’ projects. However, the lack of a clear

framework and related knowledge of designing a game test challenges students in figuring

out their test goals. Thus, students may encounter many problems during the game test and

feedback analysis.
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2.2 Purpose of Questionnaire
The questionnaire is an important tool for collecting information from people in

various application scenarios (Steinmaurer et al., 2021). It is a common way for students to

collect feedback from the playtest, determining testers’ gaming experiences and the direction

for improvements. Students can obtain consistent and quantifiable data through the

reasonable organization of questions in their questionnaires. Even though creating a good

questionnaire can be time-consuming, designing and deploying a high-quality questionnaire

in the playtest is extremely valuable.

Due to its straightforward format and quick editability, the questionnaire is widely

used in individual and student game projects, making it more important to study and research.

In this context, a related AI tool that advises students could significantly reduce their time on

collecting versatile feedback from testers.

2.3 Difficulties in Questionnaire Design
A good question must correspond to a particular need and reflect clear goals

(Bhandari, 2023), and a solid questionnaire is made up of good questions, which means there

is no general template to use directly for the questionnaire. So, designing a questionnaire

requires extensive preparatory work. The design process involves creating a detailed

conceptual framework, selecting appropriate question types (open-ended or closed-ended),

and ensuring clarity and relevance in the questions to meet the objectives. As a result,

students must spend more time practicing literature skills, like defining concepts and

constructive writing, in designing a questionnaire. Additionally, questions should be tested

for reliability and validity, which often requires testing with feedback adjustments to

guarantee that the questionnaire accurately captures the intended data without bias.
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Differences in conceptual framework, choices of question types, and clarity of the

bond between questions and objectives can result in considerable differences in the quality of

the final product. Without explicit instruction or practicing, students may spend plenty of

time on questionnaire design but get a low-quality product finally. Besides this, unclear

questionnaires may complicate the data analysis process and present more difficulties for

students.

2.4 Generative AI Tool
Since OpenAI company published its Generative Artificial Intelligence (GAI) tool,

ChatGPT 4.0, which is based on the Large Language Model (LLM), more and more people

have realized the capability and user-friendliness of such tools. During the same period,

various other GAI tools targeting different audiences have emerged on the market, as well as

expanding the game industry's possibilities. These GAI tools have a disruptive influence on

game testing: with LLM, these advanced AI techniques can comprehend users’ questions and

text descriptions and generate precise feedback or summary for the input prompt (Aydın &

Karaarslan, 2023). With these capabilities, generative AI tools can gather information related

to users' game projects from text descriptions, then it can design corresponding

questionnaires for users.

Although Generative AI technologies have been used extensively in commercial

companies or cutting-edge research institutions, their potential to analyze small game projects

and give advice on questionnaire design is still underestimated. Therefore, it is worth using

AI tools to optimize the questionnaire creation process and enhance efficiency for individuals

like student game designers.
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2.5 Problem Statement
Before creating the AI tool, we would like to learn about different challenges that

students are facing in terms of designing playtesting, especially in designing questionnaires.

In this part, we will discuss several problems found when consulting the game industry

veteran.

2.5.1 Student Problem in Game Testing
After establishing that our AI tool would primarily focus on playtesting for students

and independent game makers, we interviewed Prof. Walt Yarbrough.

Prof. Yarbrough is an experienced game management practitioner who has worked in

the game industry for over ten years. His experience as a project manager and professor

provides him with unique perspectives on game testing in the industry and student-created

games. Prof. Yarbrough noticed three challenges in playtesting when he was advising a group

of students in designing a website for scheduling game playtesting. He mentioned students

often started their playtest too late. Playtest is essential to help designers detect problems

early (Pietriková & Sobota, 2023). Students always host playtesting sessions after finishing

their game, but the right time for a playtest will be during development time. Then, we

discussed the three most significant problems in the student playtesting session.

Figure 1. The time game test should be hosted.
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● Overly Positive Feedback

A prevalent issue within educational settings, particularly among students venturing

into game development, is the reception of overly positive feedback. Because the creator is

the one who makes the game, it is hard to feel comfortable hearing someone criticize it

(Lewis-Evans, 2023). People are affected by social stress. They would not tell their true

thoughts to the game designer; they want to please the designer, which will make the game

unable to improve. Therefore, testers frequently award high ratings, such as 8 or 9 out of 10,

which will inaccurately reflect the game's areas in need of improvement. This trend of

non-critical evaluation is counterproductive, as it stifles the potential for iterative

refinement—a cornerstone in game development.

● Inadequate Question Design Leading to Superficial Feedback

The questions posed to testers often do not facilitate deep, constructive criticism but

rather encourage superficial praise. Good questions could lead to more insightful feedback,

such as inquiries about the game's completion status, engagement level, and replay value, but

they are seldom asked by students in their questionnaires. Without comprehensive feedback,

the game is just not as good as it could be through the round-by-round game testing. So,

teaching students to design questionnaires will be vital for them in improving their game. A

helpful lesson can include questions like “what type of game testing they want to use”, “to

what scale they want to use”, and “what questions they should ask” for students. The student

project team should draw these questions to help them to design a helpful questionnaire.

● Misunderstanding the Purpose of Playtesting

Effective user testing could test art or usability, as well as game rules and mechanics

(Isbister & Schaffer, 2008). Many students fail to recognize playtesting as a critical

improvement opportunity, seeing it as a mere formality. This misperception extends to

misconceptions about market needs and the commercial viability of their games. For those
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aiming to sell their game, understanding customer willingness to pay is essential yet often

overlooked. Similarly, students who are looking to enter the game industry might not fully

recognize a few professional feedback from peer evaluations. Therefore, for some students

who want to sell their games, how to ask testers if they would be willing to buy their game

will be crucial. For some students who just made a game for their portfolio, getting enough

valuable suggestions from professionals will be vital for them to improve their portfolio and

find a good job. However, the real situation we found is that students don’t know the goals of

testing in their games, so they often cannot host a game testing well. In addition, students feel

that game testing is a task that needs to be completed to earn credit in class instead of an

effective way to improve their games.

2.5.2 The Concerns of Using Generative AI in Education
The sudden rise of generative AI, especially the ChatGPT published by OpenAI, has

greatly impacted the field of education. Some people think it could enhance students' study

by aiding in preparing for the class (Albert & Li, 2023). Although generative AI has many

advantages in education, there are still problems here. For example, many concerns in the

academic field come from the fact that using ChatGPT to generate papers, such as

non-existent citations and irrelevant references, will bring great confusion (Stokel-Walker,

2022). Students use the content generated by chatbots to complete assignments and exams,

and it is hard for instructors to distinguish the generated content from human-writing one.

Although ChatGPT can achieve high scores in certain aspects of exams, it harms the

academic integrity in class. In many educators' views, this type of artificial intelligence has

originality, plagiarism, and ethical issues. (Chatterjee & Dethlefs, 2023; Stokel-Walker,

2022). However, ChatGPT’s capabilities are obvious to all. When GPT comes to searching

and summarizing resources, it is considered to be in good agreement with those who are

competent and generally exhibit the same characteristics (e.g., efficient, skilled, and
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resourceful) (Ferraro et al., 2023; Rychen & Salganik, 2003). Therefore, ChatGPT users can

obtain efficient advice from their interactions with it. This opinion motivated us to connect

the Generative AI tools with game design pedagogy.
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3. Design
Our customized AI agent, called “AI Game Design Questionnaire Assistant”, is built

upon the GPT builder function. All foundational design logic follows the official instruction

document published by OpenAI. With the official instructions, the project team combined the

“Role and Goal,” “Constraints,” “Clarification," and “Personalization” together (GPT Builder

| OpenAI Help Center. n.d.). These four aspects cover behavior patterns, response tones,

behavior limitations, and the specific requirements of the customized AI agent.

Besides the essential role framework and instructions, the project team also explored

the possibility of controlling the AI agent’s behavior in the design process.

3.1 Design Goal
Following the interview, we first summarized the students' problems: getting

overrated results from game testing, using superficial questions in questionnaires, and having

unclear goals in game testing. Targeting these problems, the project team planned to design a

questionnaire assistant to generate high-quality questionnaires for users. Besides this, the

project team also tried to implement the education goal of this AI tool, which can inspire

users’ study process during the interacting conversation with the AI agent. This goal also led

the project team to design specific instructions to set limitations of the AI agent’s behavior.

The project team wished to provide a more engaging experience for users with this method.

3.1.1 Problem Solution

● Allowing testers to give honest answers can solve the problem of overly positive

reviews:

Why people give students such high ratings should be figured out to address the issue

of over-positive feedback. There are three reasons for people exaggerating on the playtest
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questionnaire: social-desirability bias, self-censorship, and preference falsification.

Social-desirability bias happens when people respond to questions in a way they think is

more acceptable or favorable than honestly (Krumpal, 2011b). Self-censorship is the act of

censoring or classifying one's discourse, usually due to fear of social pressure or to conform

to social rules (Wikipedia contributors, 2024b). Preference Falsification means

misrepresenting one's genuine wants, needs, or opinions to conform to what is perceived as

socially acceptable or beneficial (Wikipedia contributors, 2024b). The situation is that people

do not want to give the game an honest review due to all sorts of mental pressures, even if the

game does not deserve a high grade. Responses to sensitive questions are often influenced by

social desirability bias (Krumpal, 2013). To mitigate these mental pressures, it is important to

eschew bias-inducing statements. Creating neutral questions could help a lot in the context of

game-testing questionnaires. For example, rather than positing, "Most people find this game

exciting," a more neutral phrasing such as "How exciting do you find this game?" should be

better. This methodology promotes honest feedback, which is essential for acquiring accurate

data in game testing.

Also, it should be recommended that Likert scale is used to develop questionnaires.

Compared with the YES or NO binary scale, the Likert scale performs better regarding

sensitivity because it has more dimensions, such as "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree."

This multi-choice scale allows test takers to express their attitudes more freely in a neutral

attitude that cannot be reflected on the YES/NO scale. Therefore, our design adopts a mixed

questionnaire structure.

Truthful feedback directly contributes to the accuracy of research findings and can

facilitate substantive improvements in gameplay, which is essential. Other methods can also

increase the probability of getting accurate answers from test takers, such as anonymity,

asking respondents to answer truthfully, and test administration (Korb, 2011). These methods
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inform participants about the importance of honest input and encourage them to participate in

the questionnaire in good faith to increase the validity of the data. Since it is impossible to put

all the papers on dishonest action into the artificial intelligence system database, the project

team first collected these papers on how to solve the problems of social desirability bias,

self-censorship, and preference falsification. Then, it summarized the solutions to create a Txt

file to help chatbots use this content to alert users to these issues and tell them solutions.

● Use assistance to help users create questions:

As for some students and indie game makers who cannot ask good questions, the

project team has also made great efforts to help them. We use GUESS (Game User

Experience Satisfaction Scale) as a framework to guide users in designing questionnaires.

The GUESS is a psychometrically validated and comprehensive gaming scale with nine

subscales (e.g., Usability/Playability, Creative Freedom, and Social Connectivity) (Phan et

al., 2016). It has been tested on hundreds of games and is pretty reliable. As a famous

framework, it can guide students in designing the questionnaire. It can provide many

questions about how to judge whether players are satisfied with the game content.

In addition, because AI systems have many different questionnaires from different

games as a reference, they could output more valuable content.

● Teach users the importance of testing and how to achieve their goals:

The misunderstanding of game testing among students is a more severe problem.

Many students regard game testing only as homework that should be completed and a process

that can be skipped. The point is that they have no idea of the purpose of playtesting.

The project team summarized the three purposes of students making games through

interviews with professors: business, portfolio, and skill learning. For that different purpose,

specific questions will be precious. For the student who wants to know their game's market

value, the suggestion will be to ask their tester if they want to spend money to buy their
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game, and what price they could accept will be very important. Moreover, by suggesting that

they compare their game with some famous game, it will be much easier to make them find

their game’s position and ensure how much the customer will pay. For someone who made a

game just for a portfolio and training skills, seeking feedback from industry professionals

such as game design professors or experienced developers will be good. This input is

invaluable for improving game design and technical skills. The project team will try an AI

system to help students avoid these problems.

3.1.2 Educational Aspect
The GPT model uses much digital content data and is based on natural language

processing (NLP). It can comprehend the user’s textual prompts and generate logical and

usable responses. Some studies have shown that AI-generated text is similar to human-made

text (Aydın & Karaarslan, 2023). These powerful abilities offer ChatGPT the possibility to

work in the education zone.

To be a good assistant, the AI agent must comprehensively analyze the user’s game

project and game test. Based on this function, the AI agent should consider the education goal

to realize the learning process. The first design concept is to ask students more questions. The

AI agent can gather more details from the user’s description when asking questions. In

answering questions, the users can recall their projects for further thought and reflection. This

process shows that more questions from the AI agent can provide two-way positive feedback.

Another concept is to avoid providing direct answers to users. ChatGPT was designed

to create the questionnaire directly, significantly weakening education's significance. Students

may give up thinking about their questions due to the straight answers. Therefore, the project

team customized the AI agent to generate a guide rather than a complete questionnaire. This

approach strengthens the learning process during the conversation and provides users with

clear guidance for quickly formulating the final questionnaire.
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3.2 AI Agent Design
The project team commits to creating a more “human-like” conversation experience.

The first part is the “Clarification,” which ensures the responses and generations from this AI

agent are comprehensible and engaging. The whole conversation will focus on the initial

topic and move to the next one after thoroughly discussing it. The AI agent's answer should

be brief and valuable rather than listing bullet points.

The GPT builder function offers developers two options for more detailed settings.

The first method is interacting with the AI assistant (Figure 2), which can modify the AI

agent directly. Developers can specify their requirements, and the assistant will adjust the AI

agent automatically based on the input text prompts.

Figure 2. GPT builder interface
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Figure 3. Paper Testing

Another method is to write the specific instructions to tell the GPT builder how to use

training data sets which we provide in the configuration section. Compared with the first

method, this is more time-consuming but allows developers to implement more details. The

project team experimented with both methods in the design process and evaluated the final

results. To provide detailed and precise feedback, the project team used handwriting to build

the whole behavior pattern. In addition, we also found that GPT builder is suitable for

examining training data sets and simulating the usage environment for specific documents.

So, we can often check in with GPT to make sure the use of training data sets is on the right

track.

3.3 Behavior Limitation
Corresponding to the “human-like” conversation concept, strict behavior control is

essential and inevitable. The specific direction will be based on the two primary design goals.
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To facilitate the learning process, the AI agent is required to raise questions to gather more

information. So, the first limitation is to force the AI agent to ask questions. The project team

also designed several behavior pattern instructions to test the effect. The verbose feedback

distracts the user and makes the conversation boring. Therefore, another strategy is to limit

the length of responses and ensure the conversation is concise and informative. Users can get

direct answers and straightforward questions during the interaction to help them engage in the

study process.

The design process determined the direction and general research methods, and with

constant experimentation and comparison, the project team finally got a straightforward

approach for the AI agent. The project team designed several step-by-step instructions to

create behavior patterns for the AI agent.
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4. Evaluation
The project team used several methods and approaches to build customizing

generative content, behavior-controlling, and user guidance to achieve the expected effect in

the design process. Then, the project team hosted several user tests to examine how to

enhance the learning process. After each user test, the project team analyzed data and

modified the existing approach to achieve better effects.

“GPTs are custom versions of ChatGPT that users can tailor for specific tasks or

topics by combining instructions, knowledge, and capabilities. They can be as simple or

complex as needed, addressing anything from language learning to technical support”

(GPTS FAQ | OpenAI Help Center, n.d.).

We use this tool published by OpenAI to customize the AI agent.

4.1 First Prototype
After the design process, we completed several settings in the AI agent, including

basic role descriptions, general descriptions, and training data sets.

4.1.1 General Role and Behavior
This part is about the specific method used in the project to shape the AI agent’s

general role and behaviors. This process follows the description from the official GPT builder

guide, which covers the role description and introduces general behavior.

Role description

In the customized AI agent, role descriptions can give the GPT builder a unique

speaking tone. The different tones may affect the conversation experience significantly.

The project team gave the AI agent an assistant status and asked the AI agent to

maintain a professional tone throughout the conversation. We wished to create an educational
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atmosphere in conversation with a positive tone. Below is the initial description used in the

project:

“As the AI Game Design Questionnaire Assistant, your primary focus should be

understanding and addressing user queries regarding game design questionnaires in a

step-by-step manner.”

In the initial settings, all role descriptions used the second-person perspective. The

project team added the step-by-step behavior limitation within the role description related to

the behavior control exploration. In this setting, our priority focused on the “assistant,”

“questionnaires,” and “step-by-step.” The project team intends to use this approach to break

the extended response into several small pieces.

General Introduction

The description in the “instruction” part determines the behavior pattern of the AI

agent. The project team will write behavior instructions in this section.

Figure 4. Instruction interface

As one of the design goals, the project team intends to set up substantial behavior

limitations on the AI agent’s response and answer pattern. The initial attempt was to set

behavior patterns in the description role (as the example in the last section). Corresponding to

the step-by-step instruction there, we wrote specific behaviors in each step (Form 1).

As the AI Game Design Questionnaire Assistant, your primary focus should be
understanding and addressing user queries regarding game design questionnaires in a
step-by-step manner. Here are several steps you must follow:
1. Ask questions to the user about their "survey goal". Especially the goal of their game
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project, if they want to put that into the portfolio, for commercial use, or for educational
use.
2. This step is very important. After users answer these questions, carefully dissect them to
understand each aspect thoroughly and ask for more details until you get enough
information. After getting enough information, reclaim and summarize it first. And based
on the training dataset, you need to check if the user's answer is good to use. If their answer
is not good, you need to require them to answer again. Every answer and question must
follow this step and standard.
3. Ask "Target Audience" to users and also follow the pattern and standard of step 2.
4. Ask "The length and details of the game test" to users and also follow the pattern and
standard of step 2.
5. Ask "specific data" to users and also follow the pattern and standard of step 2.
6. Ask "Existing Outline or Content" to users and also follow the pattern and standard of
step 2.
7. Give help in providing comprehensive and accurate assistance for users. Keep your
responses focused on helping users create effective questionnaires for game design,
offering insights based on principles of game testing and questionnaire design. Remember
to maintain an informative and helpful tone throughout the interaction to facilitate the
user's understanding of game design and questionnaire development.
8. You do not need to generate a questionnaire for them but must list an outline for their
game test and questionnaire making. And if that is possible, ask questions to users to make
sure they have understood and learned from this chat.

Form 1: First version of Instruction

In this instruction, we wrote eight steps to shape an AI agent’s behavior. In most steps,

we used “ask” directly to raise more questions. The first six steps form the data collection

phase. After this phase, the AI agent will give corresponding feedback on users’ game

projects. In step eight, we requested the AI agent not generate a completed questionnaire, but

a user guideline. We tried to enhance the learning process with this method.

4.1.2 Knowledge
Developers can upload files containing additional context to GPT's knowledge

functionality. After uploading these files, GPT can then access this data using various

methods based on user prompts (Knowledge in GPTs | OpenAI Help Center, n.d.). Although

the chatbot could output much content, if users want the chatbot to output unique content, the

Chatbot needs to search for its "knowledge". For example, knowledge is like the difference

between common sense and domain-specific knowledge.
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Training Set Category

The importance and relevance of documents used in the research are categorized into

three classes.

Figure 5: Training data set

● A-class documents are the most important and include foundational resources such as

paradigms of questionnaire design, frameworks for creating questions, and scholarly

papers on game testing.

● B-class documents, which are of secondary importance, consist of design patterns of

various games and studies concerning the reliability of questionnaires.

● C-class documents serve as supplementary materials and typically include

self-generated text files, interviews with professors, comments from internet forums,

and examples of questionnaires from various games, all defined as C-class

documents.
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Details
After completing the design phase, the project team added some training sets in the AI

agent; for the A-class training set, we added the GUESS (Phan et al., 2016) framework and

some questionnaire design papers about how to design a good questionnaire. In the initial

prototype, the project team did not add any B-class training sets. The problems in students we

found were added to the C-class training set, and the solution document was added.

In all types of training sets, C-class documents are the most important. It stands for

the private data in our customized, which will play a significant role in differentiating our AI

agent from the general ChatGPT.

The first step of creating a text file is to collect necessary data, including comments

from forums, information from interviews, and summaries from academic papers. Then, split

them into different files based on content, like question examples or questionnaires for each

game from the online player community. This data is organized into distinct text files, each

labeled according to its role within the research. This categorization and labeling facilitate

systematic analysis and ensure that each dataset can be efficiently accessed and utilized for

specific research purposes. In general, marks tell GPT what the data is about and how it

should be used.

The project team hopes to help users recognize the problem's existence with the

specific output and enhance their learning process by identifying and solving problems.
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Figure 6. How to mark in-text

4.1.3 Solve Problems
In the previous content, the project team mentioned several problems students encountered

and created special documentation to help students identify and solve problems. In this section, we

would like to list three problems encountered by students, namely: overly positive feedback,

inadequate questions leading to superficial feedback, and misunderstanding the purpose of

playtesting. So, this section will focus on creating special documentation to help them

identify and solve problems.

To solve the problem of over-evaluation, the project team specially wrote a text file

for it (Figure 7). The content of the picture includes why people cannot answer questions

honestly and the accompanying solutions. After adding this C-class file, the chatbot can

remind users to use neutral language and other suggestions when creating questionnaires to
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help users recognize the existence of this problem and then help users solve it.

Figure 7 Special text file, to solve the dishonest problem

As for the second question, as mentioned before, the project team used GUESS as a

framework to guide players in creating high-quality questionnaires to compare invalid

questions. In addition to GUESS, the project team also uses game design articles and C-level

files to help players create high-quality questionnaires. These files can focus on outputting

the playing experience of different games to help players understand their games more deeply

and ask deeper questions. As Figures 8 and 9 show, this C-class contains some sample

questions and techniques for asking questions, which can help players ask more in-depth and
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effective questions.

Figure 8 Special text file, to solve the second problem

Figure 9 Special text file, to solve the second problem

As for the third question, a different approach was used. The project team edited the

chatbot's behavior pattern to ask questions about the players' testing purposes to make players

think about their testing purposes. Then it used particular text files to output suggestions to
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help players complete their testing goals. Also to enable the chatbot to output unique and

valuable insights on question three, the project team prepared a C-class file for it (Figure 10).

Figure 10 Special text file, to solve the third problem

4.2 First User Test

After completing the initial demo, the project team started the first recruitment for

user tests. The target group of testers includes all Worcester Polytechnic Institution students

in Interactive Media and Game Design (IMGD) majors and other related majors. Testers'

academic degrees range from undergraduate to PhD. The testing form is adaptable and

includes online and offline testing. For the offline session, a project team member will supply

a specific GPT-4 premium account to the tester and document their interaction process.

Online testers will be assigned a specific time slot to use the provided account, and their

dialogues with the AI agent will also be recorded. In the test, testers need to interact with the

AI agent and then fill out a questionnaire about their experience, background, and potential

advice.

The first test lasted one week, and there were four testers in this test, all of whom had

previous experience with generative AI tools. In the first user test, we wanted to confirm the

usability of the tool, we collected data and analyzed these aspects: time cost, comprehension,

final generations, and education potential.
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The project team has made many efforts to avoid the dishonesty problem mentioned

by Professor Yarbrough before. First, the team used a neutral tone to express the question and

gave testers a Likert scale so that they could describe their thoughts as accurately as possible.

Figure11 Examples of Likert questionnaires and questions used by the project team

To encourage testers to express their true thoughts, the project team will explain

before testers participate in the test that real data can help the team improve the quality of the

product before testing. And tell them that the project team will also protect the data security

of all testers. In addition, to avoid the psychological pressure on the testers to please the

experimenters, which would harm the experimental results, the project team used email to

send the questionnaires and avoid this pressure by not having direct contact with the testers.

Figure 12 The project team explains that honest feedback can help improve product quality and inform testers

that their data is protected

Data Analysis
We designed several questions to test approaches in the initial prototype. In addition

to test methods, we focused on the usability and product quality of the AI agent. These
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aspects included time efficiency, comprehension, final generation quality, and educational

potential.

● Time Cost
In this user test, the first objective is to determine the time efficiency of the AI agent.

So, the first two questions examine this point by asking users about the time taken to get the

final product and their experience on time-saving. According to the data feedback (Figure

13), all users save time with this AI agent, and one tester gets remarkable results. This result

meets the team’s expectation of generative AI tools on time efficiency. The customized AI

agent's result verifies its ability to generate the final product rapidly.

Figure 13: Time efficiency report

● Comprehension
This part is designed to determine if this AI agent can understand the user’s game

project through only textual description or provided game-related documents (Figure 14). In

this question, all users give four scores out of five, which displays that the AI tool can

construct a general model of the user’s project in the conversation, but this model is still

missing details.
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Figure 14: Comprehension reports

Another question aims to determine the user’s satisfaction with the feedback. There

are five options to ask how many accurate answers they get from the conversation (Figure

15). We got positive feedback from all testers, which can be seen as a possible indication of

high user satisfaction.

Figure 15: Accuracy report
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● Final Generations
An essential part of the user test is to confirm the availability and quality of the final

generation. The first question directly asks user satisfaction (Figure 16). In this question, all

feedback falls in the range of three to five. The quality of the final product is acceptable, but

there is still potential for enhancement.

Figure 16: Satisfaction degree graph

Besides this, the first user test aimed to verify if users can revise their game project

during and after the conversation. There is a question that works for this (Figure 17). The

histogram graph shows most testers give 4 points out of five. This means most testers still

encountered problems during their interaction. Even though the result is above the average

line, there is still room for improvement.
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Figure 17: Learning outcome graph

Figure 18: Education potential graph

● Education Potential
As an important part of this project, combining AI agents and education is also one of

our design goals. In the first user test, a series of questions is designed to determine if the AI

tool can enhance the tester’s understanding of their game project and questionnaire design

(Figure. 18). The result shows that the situation is not optimistic. In this question, the highest

rating is only four (the full score is five). This means the first demo cannot show specific
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knowledge about questionnaire design, but this also provides clear future editing direction for

the project team.

4.3 Second Prototype
In the first user test, we also designed open questions and interviewed testers to

improve and perfect our methods in this customized AI agent. We updated and modified

several methods in the second prototype. These methods include role behavior, general

introduction, training data sets, general introduction, and starting questions.

4.3.1 Role Behavior Update

In the first user test, we found the result from the initial role behavior did not meet our

expectations. This description fails to encourage the AI agent to ask more questions and does

not influence behavior control. After several tests and comparisons, modifications were

applied to the original pattern. Below is another example after editing:

“As the AI Game Design Questionnaire Assistant, I'm here to assist users in

developing their game design questionnaires. I will ask more questions to gather information

about the user's project and follow the behavior pattern to give feedback.

Behavior Pattern: …….”

In this description, we transition to the first-person view. According to the AI assistant

function, we think the first-person view can strengthen the simulation of the corresponding

role. For behavior control, we rewrite the entire pattern to cover more details. Separating two

functions may enhance each one’s   performance.
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4.3.2 Introduction Update

After the first user test, we found that the effect of the initial behavior pattern was not

noticeable. With the initial instruction, the AI agent cannot implement strict questioning

behavior within the entire conversation. We altered the strategy and designed a specialized

behavior pattern to customize its behavior (Form 2).

Behavior pattern:
There are two starting questions; if users choose one of these questions, I will follow the following
rules to have a conversation with them.
In conversations with users, I always follow these patterns.
1. First, I will ask about the genre or theme of the user's video game project. I will list example
answers, and my question will be no more than 50 words.
2. After the user answers the first question, I will ask what the goal of the user's play test is. I will
list example answers, and my question will be no more than 50 words.
3. After the user answers the second question, I will ask what kind of gaming experience the user
wants to create. I will list example answers, and my question will be no more than 50 words.
4. After the user answers the third question, I will ask what kind of scale, like the Likert scale, the
user wants to use in the questionnaire and why.
I will list example answers and explain the difference between these scales. My question and
explanation will be no more than 150 words.
5. After getting answers to the four questions above, I will first list guidance and suggestions about
completing the play-testing goal in the questionnaire. The answer will not be more than 100 words.
Then, I will ask users if they have questions on this part. If they have questions, I will answer them
in 100 words and go to step 6; if not, I will go to step 6 directly.
6. After answering this last question, I will list guidance and suggestions about the game experience
for the user's questionnaire. The answer will not be more than 100 words. Then, I will ask users if
they have questions about this part. If they have questions, I will answer them in 100 words and go
to step 7; if not, I will go to step 7 directly.
7. After answering this last question, I will list guidance and suggestions about the scales in the
user's questionnaire. The answer will not be more than 100 words. Then I will ask users if they
have questions

Form 2: Behavior Pattern

This behavior pattern has several strong limitations. First, we provided clear

step-by-step instructions and used digital numbers to indicate the order of each step. Second,

we gave explicit word limitations on each response. To enhance control further, we added

“after” at the beginning of each step to ensure the AI agent will execute the current step only

after the last one is finished.
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Behavioral limitations obtained by editing the introduction strengthen the behavioral

limitation on the artificial intelligence system. Like the project team's design, the AI system

can get more feedback through step-by-step questioning to promote the user's learning

process and use behavioral limitations to prevent users from getting answers directly.

4.3.3 Knowledge Update

After the first test, the result is that almost all students show the same opinion. It can't

generate specific content for different types of games. To solve this problem, the project team

added more training sets to the GPT builder. A new GEQ (Law et al., 2018) framework was

added for the A-class training set. This framework can be used to measure player engagement

with games. Specific game design paradigms, like how to design an open-world game or an

FPS game, have been added as B-class documents. Also, some specific game questionnaires

have been added to help the user who wants examples of questionnaires. Before the second

test, the AI system already had 15 training sets. The project team hopes to help users

correctly understand their games through unique game design articles and questionnaires.

4.3.4 Starting Question
When users interact with the AI agent, the starting questions can give them an initial

topic. Especially in the first test, some users gave suggestions for more guidelines. The

project team designed several scenarios and added these starting questions. In the current

design (Figure 19), the four starting questions represent four directions.

The first question, “I want to design a questionnaire for my game project”

represents the user’s requirement for questionnaire design. If users just begin the

questionnaire design or game test but have no idea how to complete it, they can choose this

question.
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The second question, “Please give some advice on my questionnaire” can provide

advice for the user’s existing questionnaire. If users want to use this tool to improve their

questionnaire, they can choose this question.

The third question, “I want to host a playtest, help me design a questionnaire”

includes questionnaire creation and playtest design. If users plan to conduct a playtest and

design a corresponding questionnaire, they can choose this question.

The fourth question, “Here is my questionnaire; give me some advice” is intended

for document analysis. Users can choose this question if they want to upload images of their

questionnaire or game-related documents.

These four starting questions offer users clear directions to start the conversation.

Figure 19. Starting questions

After implementing these questions, we wrote corresponding behavior patterns for

each starting question. The project team hopes to ensure the user’s experience with this

method.

We used the GPT builder to write step-by-step instructions for the first question

(Form. 3). The following image (Figure 20) shows the AI agent’s response.

When the user says, “I want to design a questionnaire for my game project,” I realize he or she
needs an instrument to collect feedback concerning the play.

1. To start with, I will ask the user about the genre or theme of their video game project. This
information will enable me to understand their game’s environment more precisely. A typical
question could be: “Can you tell me more about the genre or theme of your game? Is it an action
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game, a strategy one, or maybe something completely different?”

2. As the user explains what kind of game they want, I will also have to get into the game and try to
understand what the user would like to accomplish from their playtest. This way, I can provide
more tailored advice since they are specific regarding their playtesting needs. To test the game's
objectives for users, my question will be: “What are the main goals of your playtest?”

3. The next step I will take is to determine what kind of gaming experience the users want to build.
This will enable me to suggest the appropriate questions for their survey that reflect the kind of
experience they wish to foster. The first question would be: "What sort of experience does the user
want their players to get out of this? Is it something immersive, competitive, relaxing, or anything
else?

4 After that, I will find out what type of scale the user wants to apply to their questionnaire. It is
essential to understand their preference because this knowledge helps develop questions that
accurately capture player feedback. This can be explained as follows: “What kind of scale do users
want to include in their questionnaire? Likert scales work well for opinions that vary by degree,
while binary scales are easy for questions with only two possible answers.”

5. After gathering all the necessary information, I will offer concise guidance on effectively
structuring the user's questionnaire to meet their playtesting goals. I’ll ask: "Based on the user's
inputs, I suggest focusing on [specific elements]. Do they have any questions on how to integrate
these into their questionnaire?"

6. I’ll suggest how to tailor the questionnaire to enhance the game experience based on the user's
objectives. I'll also ask: "Would the user like to know more about crafting questions that can
provide deeper insights into the player experience?"

7. After answering this last question, I will list guidance and suggestions about the game experience
for the user's questionnaire.

Form 3: Question One Behavior pattern

Figure 20. Answer to initial question 1
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Designing the questionnaire based on the following instruction (form 4) ensures its

pertinence and close connection with the game project. First, understanding the type and

theme of the game provides insight into the context of the game, allowing users to tailor

appropriate questionnaire questions. Having clear testing goals ensures that the questionnaire

focuses on the areas designers care about most, such as game loops or game mechanics.

Exploring the type of gameplay experience desired and the type of scale to use further refined

the question design to ensure accurate measurement of player feedback. Finally, using the

training set to help users improve their questionnaires, structured guidance and suggestions

are provided based on the collected information to make the questionnaire more targeted and

effectively support the game testing goals, helping users optimize the game experience and

improve game satisfaction. This approach ensures the effectiveness and practicality of the

questionnaire, helps users get critical player feedback, and provides strong support for game

development and improvement.

The AI agent can accurately determine questions and guide the player to the next

question according to the steps in the introduction.

If the user starts the conversation with "I want to host a playtest, help me design a questionnaire. " I
understand they need guidance on planning and executing a playtest session for their game.

1. First, I would ask about the type of playtest the user is interested in conducting. This helps in
deciding the methodology and tools needed. My question might be: "Could the user specify what
type of playtest they are considering? Are they looking at a closed beta, an open beta, or a focus
group session?"

2. Selecting the right participants is critical to a successful game test. I would ask: "Who does the
user want to include in their game test? Are they targeting existing students, random players, or a
specific demographic? How will they recruit these participants?"

4. I would help the user design the structure of the playtest, focusing on what they want to achieve.
My guidance might include: "What specific aspects of the game does the user want to test? This can
include gameplay mechanics, user interface usability, or overall game enjoyment. How many
sessions do they plan to run?"

5. Effective feedback collection is crucial for leveraging playtest results. I would advise: "What
methods does the user intend to use for collecting feedback? Options include surveys, direct
observation, and structured interviews. Does the user have tools in place to analyze this feedback?"
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6. Ensuring that the playtest adheres to legal and ethical standards is essential, especially if minors
are involved or if there is data collection. I will remind them to apply for IRB approval.

Form 4: Question Two Behavior pattern

Figure 21. Answer to initial question 2

This structured approach ensures that the testing process is targeted and effective

when designing game tests and questionnaires. First, by clarifying the test type and goals,

testers can choose the most appropriate methods and tools to ensure that testing is consistent

with development goals. Choosing the right participants and testing elements can increase the

breadth and depth of feedback, revealing potential issues and opportunities for improvement

in testers' game. Diversified feedback collection methods enhance data reliability and provide

an in-depth understanding of testers' experiences and feelings from multiple perspectives. In

addition, compliance with legal and ethical standards ensures the test's legality and ethics and

protects the participants' rights and interests.

For this part, the project team imagined users wanted to learn more about hosting a

playtest. The chatbot will give them different suggestions for how to host the playtest. So, the

questionnaire could be designed to be customized by testers by asking them what type of

testing they wanted.
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When the user says, "Please give some advice on my questionnaire," or “Here is my questionnaire,
give me some advice. “ it indicates that they already have a draft ready and are seeking expert
feedback to enhance its effectiveness.

1. The first step would be to ask the user to share the questionnaire. I will ask them: "Could the user
upload their questionnaire or provide detailed examples of the questions they’ve included? This
will help me give specific, actionable advice."

2. I will ask them what experience they want to create for testers so that I can know what is missing
in the users' questionnaires. Then, I could help them to add the missing part to improve the quality
of the questionnaire.

3. After reviewing the questionnaire, I'll need to understand the primary goals and who the intended
respondents are. So I can help create unique questions for those people. If they are customers, I will
help users to create questions about business; if they are professional persons, I will ask them about
users' skills.

4. I will use my data set to improve their question's quality. My advice would include:
"Incorporating a mix of open-ended and closed questions could provide a broader range of insights.
Would the user like to see examples of how to rephrase or structure these questions for better
results? Or suggest using a different scale to improve the questions' effect."

5. After providing detailed feedback, I’ll check if the user has any other concerns or needs further
clarification on any point. I'll conclude with: "We’ve explored various improvements for the
questionnaire. Is there anything else the user would like to adjust, or do they have any other
questions?"

Form 5: Questions Three & Four Behavior pattern

Figure 22. Answer to initial questions 3 and 4

Beginning by asking users to share a draft questionnaire to get specific context, GPT

can provide targeted recommendations. Because of the same steps for these two start

questions, one picture (Figure 22) could show how the AI system was answered. After testers

requested the chatbot to advise on their questionnaire, the chatbot asked what type of game
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users wanted to make. The primary experience of a game is significant. After this

conversation, GPT clarifies the questionnaire's key objectives and target audience to ensure

the feedback closely aligns with the user's needs. Using a training set could help users

analyze each question for clarity, relevance, and alignment with objectives, helping users

identify and modify questions that may not effectively gather the required information. In

addition, it is recommended to use a combination of open and closed questions and adjust the

scales to enhance the effectiveness of the questions and thereby gain broader and deeper

insights. Finally, ensure the questionnaire is optimal before implementation by answering

user questions or adjustments requested. Overall, this process enhances the pertinence and

coverage of the questionnaire and improves the quality and depth of data collection,

effectively supporting users to optimize game development through player feedback.

Different answers to different questions could satisfy the needs of different users and

help users who have never used GPT get started quickly.

4.4 Second User Test
After one week’s iteration, the project team hosted the second user test to collect more

data. This process lasted one and a half weeks and involved 12 testers. These testers were

IMGD undergraduate and graduate students at Worcester Polytechnic Institute; The format of

the test is the same as the first one. In the second test, the project team shifted focus to

content availability and quality. We wanted to determine if our AI tool can provide detailed

answers and help users build the studying process during the conversation. Thus, the second

focuses more on the specific content and the AI agent’s relationship with education. In these

testers, only one tester has no previous experience with the Generative AI tool. In the second

user test, we highly focus on several new functions added within the first iteration. They are
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“starting questions” and “test goals”. We also want to determine if the performance has been

improved on these two aspects: education potential and specific content.

Below sections are more data analysis in detail:

● Starting Question

As one main change in the first test, the project team hopes to verify its practicality in

the second test. We ask if testers use the starting questions and their personal opinion on this

(Figure 23). Only one tester gave negative feedback on this question. Another one gives

negative speculation.

In the second user test, most testers start their conversation with a starting question.

The new starting questions help most testers get into the conversation quickly. However, a

few negative feedbacks indicate the need for improvement.

Figure 23: Starting question graph

● Test Goal

Establishing a clear goal is crucial and   indispensable in playtests and questionnaire

design. The project team wants to ensure this AI agent can help or remind users to reach their

design goal, so we added a question in the second test (Figure 24). More results show that

users need to raise this topic proactively, and the conversation experience depends on the

users' engagement.
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Figure 24: Primary goal graph

● Education Potential

The project team raised the same question in the second test to verify the effect of

changes in the first iteration (Figure 25). Compared to the first test, we can observe

significant progress. The score range covers from two to five, and most data clusters at four

points. However, the lowest point is two, and only two testers gave five points, indicating that

further improvement is necessary.

Figure 25: Education potential in the second test
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On another question, the project team got more optimistic feedback (Figure 26). In the

second user test, half of the testers gain strong improvement in their game project and

questionnaire design. The overall trend of the histogram is rising from three to five. This

result has met the project team’s expectations.

Figure 26: New understanding graph

● Specific Content

The second test's primary focus is specific content. We designed both open-ended and

Likert scale questions for users. Data from the Likert scale question (Figure 27) is valuable to

analyze. The average number is 3.5 in this question, above the midpoint. The data indicates

that the responses from this AI agent are acceptable overall, but they are low-quality and very

general on some issues. The specific response is based on contents inside the existing

database that target certain topics and questions. Therefore, the response will be very general

when the topic falls outside the cover of training sets. Adding more training sets to cover

more topics will be an effective way to solve this problem.
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Figure 27: Specific content graph

● Second Iteration

Specific data from the second test offers clear directions for the project team. Based

on the abovementioned problems, we have several methods to modify the AI agent.

For the education part, the project team revised the role description to encourage AI

tools to raise more questions to users. During the conversation, questions will help users think

about specific issues and enhance their engagement in the study (Salmon, 2021).

The project team considered training sets as the most effective performance

improvement method for specific content. Firstly, we add training sets to cover more topics

and aspects of game design and video game production. Observing the testers’ conversation

records, we found users will ask questions about play tests, questionnaire design, and other

general questions related to the game industry. Consequently, the project team added more

training sets to provide as many details as possible. After the second iteration, there are

twenty training sets as knowledge of the AI agent.

Compared with the initial version, two iterations improved the quality of the AI

agent’s generation and user satisfaction.
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4.5 Final Result
The project team collected and analyzed the data obtained from the second user test.

From the analysis, we found the most important problem is the AI agent cannot generate

specific content for all tests. We thought deeply on this problem and decided to add more

training sets to cover more topics.

● Knowledge Final setting

After the second test, the result showed that adding a training set can effectively increase the

proportion of unique content output by a chatbot. After getting the second feedback, the project team

filled off all the storage for the AI agent.

Not only that, making text files could significantly increase the content of files that

the chat robot can read. The project team summarized and edited the content in the player

forum into a text file and added many game design examples and questionnaire examples that

they could find. However, it has been marked as C-class since it was a document edited by

the project team. The final version is finished. Although the AI system has a limited training

set, it significantly increases the content that the chatbot can carry by creating text files.

Almost 30 files have been added.

Text files simplify content by stripping away formatting and other complexities,

focusing on textual data. In artificial intelligence and machine learning, plain text is

inherently easier to process than other file formats that may contain a mix of media and

metadata. Consequently, text files provide an optimal medium for applying natural language

processing tools directly to the content, ensuring efficient data handling and analysis.
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5. Conclusion
Throughout the project, the team has been constantly trying to integrate the generative

AI tool with the education process in game design and help students solve the problems they

encountered during game testing. Our AI system served as the basic tool. Its strong function

allows us to customize this most popular AI model. Appending specific training sets, setting

detailed guidance, and specializing generation became critical parts of every iteration.

Methods to facilitate learning in dialogue are also extremely important, as we

encourage students to raise questions and reflect on their projects. The AI agent will not

generate answers for students directly but prefer to ask more questions. This is a new

educational idea but does play a positive role in game design learning.

When solving the problem of overrated reviews, the project team bypassed the surface

instead to explore its essence, from questioning why game designers can't get fair reviews to

exploring why testers don't want to tell game designers fair reviews. The idea of   helping

students solve problems is to start from the essence, help students understand the problem,

and then solve it. Direct answer despoils the thought process and causes the negative

discussion of Generative AI tools in the educational field.

Next is the question of how to boost students' questionnaire design level. We look for

the root of the problem. Why can students not build appropriate questionnaires and ask

precise questions? An essential factor is students have no certain purpose in their game

testing. Therefore, the project team added more knowledge related to game design to assist

them be more aware of their games. This enables them to ask more effective questions. In this

project, we will directly ask the user’s goal. The straightforward method can also engage

users in reflecting thinking.

This project also faced challenges in the development process. Generating specific

content is always a persistent problem. The project team implemented various methods to
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improve this problem, but no one has significant enhancement. Even though the final result is

acceptable, there is still a huge room to improve this. Another challenge is the instability

pattern. In the project, we committed to tightly controlling the AI agent’s behavior. Under

strict constraints, the AI agent can follow behavioral patterns, but this pattern is fragile.

Users’ unexpected prompts will break this pattern easily. Customizing AI agent’s behavior

further may be a core topic in the next step.

The whole project attempted to attach more educational significance to the Generative

AI tool. The process of using Generative AI tools is never as simple as asking questions and

getting answers. This is also a learning process that needs students to participate deeply.

Different methods result in huge differences in learning outcomes.

The final achievement of the AI Game Test Questionnaire Assistant is that users can

revise their game projects and get new knowledge about questionnaire design during the

playing experience. Through simple questions-and-answers interactions, users focus their

awareness on different topics and gather every new piece of information. This learning

process is effective and feasible in the AI Game Test Questionnaire Assistant.
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